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Lady Vivian Defies a Duke
In this steampunk faerie tale, Noli Braddock takes a flying car out for a joyride and
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ends up in reform school. There, an innocent wish summons Kevighn, a handsome
man who takes Noli to the Realm of Faerie. But this isn’t a rescue. Kevighn wants
to use Noli as a blood sacrifice to restore his dying world.

Always My Viscount
A most unlikely governess… …with a shocking secret Part of The Governess Swap:
Lady Rebecca Pierce escapes her forced betrothal when the ship she’s on wrecks.
Assuming the identity of a governess she believes has drowned, she enters the
employ of brooding Lord Brookmore, who’s selflessly caring for his orphaned
nieces. Inconveniently, she’s extremely attracted to the viscount, with her only
chance of happiness tied to the biggest risk: revealing the truth about who she
really is… The Governess Swap miniseries Book 1 — A Lady Becomes a Governess
Look out for the next book, coming soon! “A passionate and sensual Regency
romance” — RT Book Reviews on A Pregnant Courtesan for the Rake “A charming
tale” — RT Book Reviews on Bound by Their Secret Passion

The New York Times Theater Reviews
Honor Among Rogues Alexander Edgware, Lord Xavier, has quite a reputation--for
daring, wagering, and wickedness in all its delightful forms. But the wager before
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him is hardly his preferred sport: Xavier must persuade a proper young lady to
attend his famously naughty Christmas house party--and stay the full, ruinous two
weeks. Worse, the lady is Louisa Oliver, a doe-eyed bookworm Xavier finds quite
charming. Yet to refuse the challenge is impossible--he will simply have to appoint
himself Miss Oliver's protector. . . Mischief Among Misses Louisa knows her chance
for a husband has passed. But she has no desire to retire into spinsterhood without
enjoying a few grand adventures first. When Lord Xavier's invitation arrives, Louisa
is more intrigued than insulted. And once inside the rogues' gallery, she just may
have a thing or two to teach her gentlemen friends about daring. . . "Delightfully
romantic. . .will set your heart on fire." –USA Today bestselling author Julianne
MacLean Praise for Theresa Romain's Season for Temptation "Give in to
temptation--treat yourself to Theresa Romain's delightfully witty debut." --USA
Today bestselling author Sally MacKenzie "Hilarious and utterly adorable. Theresa
Romain's brilliant debut manages to be both passionate and just plain fun." –USA
Today bestselling author Courtney Milan

Romancing Mister Bridgerton: The 2nd Epilogue
When her home situation becomes unlivable, Lydia hopes to escape through a
marriage and her qualifications for her new husband are not long. Unfortunately
she's a too-old bluestocking with nothing to tempt a man into wedding her, and
desperate times call for desperate measures. The Duke of Manchester has been
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tricked and trapped into marriage with the quietly stunning Miss Lydia Stafford - he
just doesn't know why. She's not a fortune hunter, she's not a social-climber, and
she's still a virgin. While she appeals to him on many levels, how can he trust a
woman who trapped him into wedlock and won't explain herself? Isaac tells himself
he could never love a woman who trapped him, but what if she had good reasons
for doing so? What if, despite her secrets, he fell in love with her? This book is 101k
words, contains a trapped alpha male with a heavy hand for discipline, a distressed
and desperate young lady, and the creative use of ginger. Heat level - incendiary.
Bridal Discipline Series 1. Philip's Rules 1.5 Undisciplined 2. Gabrielle's Discipline 3.
Lydia's Penance 4. Benedict's Commands 5. Arabella's Taming

The Secret of My Seduction
William Collins never wanted to leave the comforts of Lilimar, his home. One day
the plantation would be his, and he’d poured his heart and soul into making it
thrive. War breaks out around the world, and it becomes clear that he has to do his
part for his country. If he has any hope of living the life he dreamed of, he first has
to find peace to do it. So he enlists as a gentleman spy and throws himself into
danger without a second thought. Victoria Grant is the daughter of a vicar. She has
a strong sense of duty and trained as a nurse. When her country is thrown into
war, she steps forward to join other nurses in tending to the wounded. She travels
from camp to camp and helps where she is needed. On a train to France, she
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encounters an American gentleman, and an unlikely friendship forms between
them. William is taken with Victoria, but she has no idea he’s a spy, and he has to
ensure his secret stays hidden. Along the way, they share letters and secret
rendezvous. In a world torn apart by war, they find a love that may never have
time to flourish…

Secrets of My Beloved
Lady Pearyn Treedale has been affianced to Cameron Spencer, the Duke of
Partridgdon since she was eight years old. An archaic practice, but a situation she’s
come to enjoy. At her formal introduction to society she wasn’t like the other
debutantes. While they all searched for husbands, she made friends, had titillating
conversations, and did whatever pleased her. Her fiancé had the good grace to be
absent most of her life. Then, the duke went on his world tour, and decided never
to return to England, allowing Lady Pear a freedom most ladies never experience.
Now at five and twenty, Lady Pear wonders if perhaps she had it all wrong. She has
friends, but no love, and no family. With Christmas around the corner, she receives
gifts from a secret admirer, and she starts to believe that perhaps she should give
this new gentleman her attention, because her duke certainly doesn’t want her.

Racing with the Wind
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Amethyst Keane lives a lonely existence. Growing up her mother moved them
around so many times she gave up on having a normal life, and friends. She threw
herself into her school work and started publishing a magazine at the age of
seventeen. Almost three years later she's completely independent and as
lonesome as ever. On an assignment for her magazine she visits a small coastal
town. While there she meets a boy and for the first time she feels as if she might
not have to live a solitary life. As she explores the town's legendary ghost she also
uncovers secrets and lies regarding her family, and maybe, she has more in
common with the spirit haunting Ghost Peak Island than she would have ever
believed.

The Rogue's Conquest
She lost her memory … now she’s misplaced her heart. A finalist for the Romance
Writers of America RITA© Award Lady Elizabeth Fairchild is weary of playing
flirtatious games in Regency London. Henceforth, she’s determined to be her
caring and honest self. But that can be dangerous in a scandal-loving society,
especially when she loses her memoryand falls in love with a highly honorable lord
who’s convinced she caused his friend’s untimely death. Without a memory, how
can she prove her innocence? This light-hearted Regency, in the tradition of Jane
Austen and Georgette Heyer, is one of five Regency romances by the USA Today
bestselling author of A Lady’s Point of View and Lady in Disguise. “Ms. Diamond is
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one of the most consistently enjoyable Regency authors around.”-- Melinda Helfer,
Romantic Times Cover by customgraphics.etsy.com.

A Lady Hoyden's Secret
Outspoken and independent, Lady Alexa Bingham enjoys the heady freedom of
making all her own decisions, even though the challenges of overseeing her
family's country estate are daunting. But when a chance encounter with London's
most notorious rake awakens a secret longing for adventure, she accepts her
aunt's invitation for a Season in Town . . . only to find that breaking the rules of the
ton has serious consequences. The Earl of Killingworth uses his rakehell reputation
to hide the fact that poverty has forced him to work for a living. As the owner of a
gambling den and brothel, Connor has no time for glittering ballrooms or innocent
young ladies. But after a reckless wager leaves him with a new business partner,
he is forced to take a risky gamble . . . Will the cards fall in their favor? Alexa and
Connor begin to play a dangerous game of intrigue and deception as they seek to
outwit a cunning adversary who wants to put them permanently out of business.
But if they are not careful, it is the flames of their own fiery attraction that may
destroy them.

Elizabeth Montagu, the Queen of the Bluestockings
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Earning the nickname Lady Agony was no minor achievement for Lady Agatha
Bolingbroke. It required a great deal of effort to make herself so disagreeable, but
she did it for a good cause: The fewer invitations she receives, the more time she
has to paint. Her mother, refusing to accept an unpopular daughter-or, worse, a
talented one-insists on dragging her to every event of the season. To thwart her
parents and to vent her frustration, Agatha creates a wicked alter ego: a
caricaturist whose mocking illustrations take ruthless aim at the ridiculousness of
the ton. Her most recent target is Viscount Addleson, whom she dubs Viscount
Addlewit for his handsome but empty head. Then one of Agatha's drawings goes
too far and a villain threatens to reveal her true identity if she doesn't comply with
his demands. Now she has an impossible choice-ruin herself or an innocent young
lady-and to her utter amazement the only person who can help her is Lord
Addlewit, whose handsome head, upon closer inspection, isn't empty at all and
whose eyes are full of mischief. Suddenly, she finds it very difficult to be
disagreeable to him.

Lydia's Penance
"A dazzling mix of passion, adventure, mystery and love." Breath of Life
ReviewsHugh Redgrave, Marquess of Ormond, hides his true identity as the
legendary Nighthawk-the thief of Napoleon's most valued secrets-behind his life as
a horseman and a rake. Returning to England after years in France, he knows he
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must choose a wife from among the ingénues who appear each year at the ton, but
he hopes to avoid what will be an arranged marriage for as long as he can. When
Lady Mary Campbell rides across his path on a magnificent black stallion, he is
enthralled. Independent, intelligent and rebellious, Lady Mary is bored by the
prospect of her first Season. A bluestocking hoyden, she craves adventure and
loves the world of her statesman uncle, who is often called upon by the Crown for
difficult tasks. When her uncle leaves for Paris, she goes with him. But, once there,
who should appear in King Louis' court but the mysterious Lord Ormond? Lady
Mary fears her growing fascination with the rake and resents his interference with
her plan to uncover the truth behind a treacherous plot to take down the newly
restored Bourbon king.

The Light-fingered Lady
Born a noble woman, raised a hellion, Lady Narissa moves with ease between
Londons elite and its seeder occupants. Never quite accepting her role as an earls
daughter she started a secret female only gaming hell catering to the ladies of the
ton. She is determined to protect her legacy at all costs.Seth Blakley, Duke of
Blackmore, has his hands full with his spirited sister. His only desire is to see her
properly wed before she gets herself irrevocably ruined. He never could have
imagined what he'd be walking into when he followed her into Lady Narissa's
gaming hell.Seth is captivated by Lady Narissa and determined to learn more
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about the headstrong, unconventional beauty. Never mind that all she wishes is for
him to be gone and his memory of her club forgotten. Passion pulls the two
together as they discover that love is more important than the obligations and
loyalties that threaten to keep them apart.

Too Wicked to Wed
What if fairy tales are real? Donovan Turner, Viscount Warwick is a charming
reprobate. It’s all an act to cover the tatters of his broken heart. French brandy is
his closest ally and he ensures it is always within reach. Lady Estella Simms was
forced into exile by her wicked stepfather without any means of support. With what
little funds she has she takes on a venture no other lady would consider to
survive—smuggling. In a twist of fate, Donovan ends up as a stowaway on board
Estella’s ship—too drunk to recall how, and shocked to find the one woman he’s
always loved and also nearly destroyed him. Danger is close and they must rely on
each other for survival. Lord Warwick and Lady Estella must learn to trust each
other again, and decide if love is powerful enough to conquer the evil thwarting
their happy-ever-after.

Darling Duke
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This thrilling conclusion to the Fitzwilliam Darcy, Gentleman trilogy recounts the
climactic events of Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice from its enigmatic hero’s
point of view. One of the most beloved romantic heroes in all of literature,
Fitzwilliam Darcy remains an enigma even to Jane Austen’s most devoted fans. But
with this concluding volume in the Fitzwilliam Darcy, Gentleman trilogy, novelist
and Austen aficionada Pamela Aidan at last gives readers the man in full. These
Three Remain follows a humbled Darcy on the journey of self-discovery after
Elizabeth Bennet’s rejection of his marriage proposal, in which he endeavors to
grow into the kind of gentleman he’s always dreamed of being. Happily, a chance
meeting with Elizabeth during a tour of his estate in Derbyshire offers Darcy a new
opportunity to press his suit, but his newfound strengths are put to the test by an
old nemesis, George Wickham. Vividly capturing the colorful historical and political
milieu of the Regency era, Aidan writes in a style evocative of her literary
progenitor, but with a wit and humor very much her own. While staying faithful to
the people and events in Austen’s original, she adds her own fascinating cast of
characters, weaving a rich tapestry out of Darcy’s past and present that will
beguile his admirers anew.

Holiday Pleasures (bundled set)
The turbulent romance of Scarlett O'Hara and Rhett Butler is shaped by the
ravages of the Civil War and Reconstruction.
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The Unexpected Bride
It was lust at first sight . . . She was a vision, an exotic goddess who floated across
the ballroom, conjuring images of warm nights and silk sheets, and Lord
Charlemagne Griffin felt lightning shoot straight to his . . . well, he was definitely
interested. So the lady isn't exactly the sharpest knife on the rack, as Shay soon
discovers, but the generous bosom just above her low neckline more than makes
up for it. Before he knows it, Shay is bragging about an impending business deal to
impress her . . . Lady Sarala Carlisle may appear naïve, but too late Shay realizes
her unconventional beauty masks a razor-sharp intelligence and flawless
instincts—and she'd just bested him! Well, two can play at this game, and one of
Shay's many skills is the fine art of seduction. But in this contest, the only thing to
lose is one's heart.

The Lady Who Came in from the Cold
Jonas Parker, the Earl of Harrington has no desire to marry. He rather enjoys being
unencumbered and a wife would complicate things. His club is his haven and he
isn’t ready to give it up for matrimony. His grandfather, the Duke of Southington
wants nothing more than to see him wed and return to the fold. For that reason
alone he’ll avoid proper ladies and wedding bells. Lady Marian Lindsay rather likes
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being a spinster and embraces her bluestocking ways. She's studying to be a
physician and wants to be a proper doctor. She longs to be taken seriously in the
medical field, but her efforts go unnoticed. After careful deliberation she devises a
scheme that is foolproof, but she needs the help of one of her father’s friends to
make it happen. Harrington is appalled at Marian’s request and refuses outright;
however, she somehow manages to charm him into saying yes. Before he realizes
it, he’s escorting her to Kent and a house party made of his worst nightmares.
Propriety must be met at all costs, because he will not be wed at the end of her
expedition—or will he? *Previously published as Earl of Harrington*

Innocent Darkness
The Naked Truth Lady Vivian Worth knows perfectly well how to behave like a lady.
But observing proper manners when there's no one around to impress is just silly.
Why shouldn't she strip down to her chemise for a swim? When her betrothed
arrives to finally meet her, Vivi will act every inch the lady—demure, polite,
compliant. Everything her brother has promised the man. But until then, she's
going to enjoy her freedom A Revealing Discovery Luke Forest, the newly named
Duke of Foxhaven, wants nothing to do with his inheritance—or the bride that
comes with it. He wants adventure and excitement, like the enchanting water
nymph he's just stumbled across. When he discovers the skinny-dipping minx is his
intended, he reconsiders his plan to find Lady Vivian another husband. Because the
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idea of this vivacious woman in the arms of another man might be enough to drive
him insane—or to the altar. Beau Monde series: Miss Hillary Schools a Scoundrel
Lady Amelia's Mess and a Half Miss Lavigne's Little White Lie Lady Vivian Defies a
Duke Praise for Samantha Grace: "EvocativeThere's a charm in Grace's prose that
will delight readers."-RT Book Reviews "Grace's fabulously fun debut will dazzle
readers with its endearingly outspoken heroine and devilishly rakish hero."-Booklist
"Clever, spicy, and fresh from beginning to end."-Amelia Grey, Award-winning
author of A Gentleman Never Tells "A delightfully witty romp seasoned with an
irresistible dash of intrigue and passion. Samantha Grace is an author to
watch!"-Shana Galen, Award-winning author of Lord and Lady Spy

Her Prodigal Passion (Mayhem in Mayfair, #4)
Miss Angeline Marsden has a defiant nature and makes no apologies for it. Her
parents would prefer she didn't participate in the local suffragette group, but she
believes all women's voices should be heard. After she finds herself in trouble she
can't extricate herself from she has no choice but to turn to the one man she's
always loved and treats her like a sister. Much to Lucian St. John, the Marquess of
Severn's dismay he's always been drawn to Angeline. She's his one irresistible
temptation; however, she's also his best friends' sister, and off limits. When she
finds herself in a mess of her own making he comes to her rescue and offers to
marry her. Lucian and Angeline never dared dream they could have a future
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together. Marriage is the last thing either of them expected and it is the one thing
they both want. Will they find a way to open their hearts to each other and obtain
their Christmas wish.

Time and Time Again
Lord Nicholas Kendall is tired of living in his twin’s shadow. His brother is the firstborn and will inherit the dukedom one day. Nicholas isn’t not jealous, just bored.
He has no desire to have that particular responsibility. He has more adventurous
aspirations. He wants to travel, and not to another country, he wants to go to the
future. He intends to uncover how his family has moved through time in the past,
and in turn, explore it all. Peyton Drake is recovering from a long illness that she
thought she’d eventually die from. Thanks to her long lost sister, and the miracle of
modern medicine she is in remission. She is enjoying her new lease on life and
intends to enjoy every second of it. Anything is possible now that she has a future
she can plan for. The question is: What should she do with her life? Neither
Nicholas nor Peyton expected they’d find each other. They each have secrets that
they don’t want to share with the world. Love blooms in the most unlikely places
and sometimes it takes traveling a couple centuries into the future to find it.

The Forgetful Lady
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Love Only Me
“Theresa Romain’s stories [are] full of lovely prose and endearing characters who
readers can take to their hearts.”—RT Book Reviews In true Regency style, four
spirited women find their way to their heart’s deepest desires amidst the glitter
and whirl of the Christmas season . . . First there is Julia Herington,
impetuous—and irresistible. Brilliant but shy, Louisa Oliver seems destined for
spinsterhood until she finds herself the subject of a scandalous bet—and turns it to
romantic advantage. And then there is Jane Tindall, a talent for deception her
greatest treasure. Her daring taste for gambling draws her into a marriage of
convenience that just might lead to love. Lady Audrina Bradleigh is expected to
lead fashion and behave with propriety. But as she discovers on the wintry roads of
Yorkshire, she is heedless of society’s proper rules when it comes to her heart’s
desires. And only one season can twist all their strands of fate into a perfect gift to
last a lifetime . . . Praise for Theresa Romain and her Holiday Pleasures “Theresa
Romain writes witty, gorgeous, and deeply emotional historical romance.”
—Vanessa Kelly, one of Booklist’s “new stars of historical romance” “Theresa
Romain has a talent, a rare ability to blend beautiful writing, great characters,
delicious banter and a lovely romance, all in one perfect package.” —TBQ’s Book
Palace “If you’re looking for a sparkling, witty Regency romance that will have you
laughing with joy and sighing with satisfaction, look no further than Theresa
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Romain’s Season for Temptation.” —The Romance Dish “A holiday charmer that is
rife with lively wit, delightful prose, and an abundance of unforgettable
characters.” —Library Journal on Season for Surrender “This third book in Theresa
Romain's aptly named Holiday Pleasures series is both playful and profound, and
has a subtle, stirring power that will affect you long after you've read the final
page.” —USA Today’s Happy Ever After blog on Season for Scandal

Season for Surrender
The Girl-Bachelors are back in With Seduction in Mind, a Victorian England version
of 10 Things I Hate About You by New York Times bestselling author Laura Lee
Guhrke. Guhrke, the author of Secret Desires of a Gentleman and The Wicked
Ways of a Duke, offers a fun, sexy, and emotional tale of a young woman who finds
her fairy-tale love.

Something Sinful
We can't really say more without giving away a big, fat spoiler, but it turns out that
Colin is a bit of a meddler, Hyacinth is more of a meddler, and the only time all of
the Bridgertons stop talking at once is when Penelope has something really
embarrassing to say. Hey, we never said it was easy to marry a Bridgerton, just
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that it was fun.

Before Victoria
Time and Time Again was James Hilton's last novel. It was published the year
before he died. It covers the rather ordinary life of a rather ordinary man. Told in
flashbacks, a diplomat outlines the big events in his life. They are basically a series
of humiliations and disappointments.

With Seduction in Mind
Loving an American Spy
These Three Remain
What’s a man to do when his father orders him a bride? Rebecca Sullivan has been
“Becky” all her life, a real hoyden. Her childhood sweetheart taught her to ride
bareback and shoot a rifle, but then he chose a “perfect lady” for a wife—a real
Southern belle, who’s now expecting a baby. Heartbroken, Becky signs up to be a
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mail-order bride to a Seattle man, sight unseen. She resolves to squelch her
hoydenish ways and become a “perfect lady” for her future husband. If loggingoperation owner Isaac Jessup had wanted a bride, he’d have chosen a sturdy
frontier woman, not some fragile lady from back East. Ready to explain the
mistake, honorable Isaac takes one look into Rebecca’s vulnerable eyesand knows
he’ll marry her, even though this delicate waif is obviously unsuited for wild
Seattle. Could an unexpected marriage be a match made in heaven? Sweet
Historical Western Romance A Mail-Order Bride Novel THE BRIDES SERIES The
Unexpected Bride Sleigh Bells & Mistletoe The Bartered Bride Only the Heart
Knows

Gone with the Wind
A Scandalous Elopement The Marquis of Templeton has faced every sort of danger
in his work for the King, but chasing after a wayward spinster who's had the
effrontery to run off with the wrong man hardly seems worth his considerable
talents. But when the heiress in question is none other than Lady Diana Fordham,
Temple is about to meet his match. Tempestuous and passionate, headstrong and
opinionated, the lady is everything a man should avoid A Dangerous Plan Diana
has no intention of making Temple's assignment easy. In fact she has every reason
to turn his life upside down -- just as he did to hers when he broke her heart years
ago. Now it's Diana's turn to give Temple a lesson in love, from a teasing glance to
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a scandalous embrace. However, as she leads him on a merry chase from London
to Gretna Green, they soon realize that a kiss once given is hard to forget, and a
rekindled passion is impossible to deny.

Stealing the Bride
Lady Pear's Duke: First Day of Christmas
~~#1 National Bestselling Regency Romance~~ A Wife Disgraced A spy during
the Napoleonic Wars, Lady Pandora Blackwood gave up espionage for love. She
has shared everything with her husband… except the truth of her past. Twelve
joyous years and three children later, her dark history rises to threaten everything
she holds dear. Now she must face her greatest fear: can her husband love her for
who she really is? A Husband Wronged Former officer Marcus Harrington, the
Marquess of Blackwood, didn’t believe in love until he met his beautiful Penny. His
devoted marchioness by day and his sensual wanton by night, she’s everything
he’s ever wanted… until her betrayal shatters him. When his world comes crashing
down, he is left to question: was their perfect marriage real or just a dream? ’Tis
the Season for Miracles As a cold winter grips Regency London, the estranged
lovers come together in a heated reunion. Sizzling passion paves the way toward
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forgiveness, yet buried secrets and hidden enemies block the road to redemption.
This Christmas, a wife will stop at nothing to win her beloved back… and a husband
will discover that love’s reality exceeds his wildest dreams. Length: Novel
(Approximately 55K words) Sensuality: This is a hot historical romance with steamy
love scenes. ~~~ The Lady Who Came in from the Cold is the 3rd novel in the
Heart of Enquiry series, which features hot, sexy romance, fun and feel-good
happily ever afters, and intriguing mystery/ adventure. While this book can be read
as a stand-alone novel, many readers enjoy reading it as part of a series. The
chronological order for Grace's series follows below: The Heart of Enquiry (Kent
family saga) series: Prequel Novella: The Widow Vanishes (Will & Annabel) Book 1:
The Duke Who Knew Too Much (Alaric & Emma) Book 2: M is for Marquess (Gabriel
& Thea) Book 3: The Lady Who Came in from the Cold (Marcus & Penny) Book 4:
The Viscount Always Knocks Twice (Richard & Violet) Book 5: Never Say Never to
an Earl (Sinjin & Polly) Book 6: The Gentleman Who Loved Me (Andrew & Primrose)
The Game of Dukes series Book 1: The Duke Identity Book 2: Enter the Duke
(December 2018) The Mayhem in Mayfair series: Book 1: Her Husband's Harlot
(Helena & Nicholas) Book 2: Her Wanton Wager (Percy & Gavin) Book 3: Her
Protector's Pleasure (Marianne & Ambrose) Book 4: Her Prodigal Passion (Charity &
Paul) The Game of Dukes series: (COMING SOON) Book 1: The Duke Identity (2018)
Chronicles of Abigail Jones (hot Victorian gothic paranormal romance): Book 1:
Abigail Jones Keywords: holiday romance, Christmas, regency, Victorian, reunion
romance, second chance, married couple, ton, aristocracy, London, Mayfair, duke,
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marquess, historical, family saga, series, tortured hero, spies, espionage, Waterloo,
military, sexy

The Beth Book
Some secrets should never be revealed… As far as Lady Helena Carter is
concerned it isn’t bad to be a wallflower and a bluestocking. She wants nothing
more than to be independent. Her father hasn’t made her life easy, and all her
mother wants is her to find a husband—any man will do. In order to achieve her
goal she comes up with a foolproof plan to achieve her greatest wish. There is only
one problem, and a man is at the heart of it. Some secrets can’t be kept… Lord
Oliver Hunt, the Marquess of Dashville has been plagued with rumors and
innuendo for five years, and it’s all that dratted Lady X’s fault. He made one wrong
move in his wayward youth and he’s been paying for it ever since. Determined to
make the Lady of Whispers see him differently he devises a scheme to make
amends to the first lady that Dash slighted. He seeks out Lady Helena for that
purpose, but she won’t have anything to do with him. Unraveling a secret can be
sweet… As they continue to cross paths, desire sparks between them. Their
budding romance is tested as secrets are uncovered, and the revelations will either
bring them closer together or tear them apart forever.
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Rebellious Angel
Wallflower Eleanor Townsend is not like most women. She has no interest in
marriage, the ton, or fashion. Instead, her heart lies with science. And when the
opportunity to present a paper arises, she takes it, even though it means dressing
as a man. But her disguise doesn't quite work. Someone notices—and the brute
intends to blackmail her! Former prizefighter James MacGregor wants to be a
gentleman, like the men he trains in his boxing saloon. His first step is gaining a
beautiful, wealthy wife. Eleanor Townsend is not that woman, but a chance
encounter gives him the leverage he needs. She'll gain him entry to high society
and help him with his atrocious manners, and in return, he won't reveal her secret.
It's the perfect arrangement. At least until the sparks between them become more
than just their personalities clashing. But there's too much at stake for James to
give in to his growing attraction. Each book in the Townsends series is
STANDALONE: * Enchanting the Earl * The Rogue's Conquest * A Scot's Surrender *
Claiming the Highlander's Heart

When An Earl Turns Wicked
Rule #1: Be discreet. No one suspects Bathsheba Crawford of being the
anonymous author of a wickedly scandalous series of naughty novels. But she is.
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Rule Number 2: Do not fall in love. When she approaches her publisher, rakish
Liam MacGregor, with an indecent proposal, he's shocked. But he accepts. Rules
were made to be broken… The requirements for their affair are simple: complete
secrecy and no romantic attachment. But the more they see each other…the more
pleasure they find in each other's arms… the harder it becomes to remember the
rules… The final chapter in the Scandals series!

Her Only Desire
This first in-depth study of women’s politeness examines the complex relationship
individuals had with the discursive ideals of polite femininity. Contextualising
women’s autobiographical writings (journals and letters) with a wide range of
eighteenth-century printed didactic material, it analyses the tensions between
politeness discourse which aimed to regulate acceptable feminine identities and
women’s possibilities to resist this disciplinary regime. Ylivuori focuses on the
central role the female body played as both the means through which individuals
actively fashioned themselves as polite and feminine, and the supposedly truthful
expression of their inner status of polite femininity.

Kindred Lies
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Women and Politeness in Eighteenth-Century England
It might not have the been the revolution that Mary Wollstonecraft called for in A
Vindication of the Rights of Woman (1792), but the Romantic era did witness a
dramatic change in women's lives. Combining literary and cultural history, this
richly illustrated volume brings back to life a remarkable, though frequently
overlooked, group of women who transformed British culture and inspired new
ways of understanding feminine roles and female sexuality. What was this
revolution like? Women were expected to be more moral, more constrained, and
more private than in the eighteenth century, when women such as Georgiana
Cavendish, Duchess of Devonshire crafted bold public personas. Genteel women
no longer laughed aloud at bawdy jokes and noblewomen ran charity bazaars
instead of private casinos. By 1800, motherhood had become a sacred calling and
women who could afford to do so devoted themselves to the home. While this
idealization of domesticity kept some women off the streets, it afforded others new
opportunities. Often working from home, women wrote novels and poetry, sculpted
busts, painted portraits, and conducted scientific research. They also seized the
chance to do good, and crafted new public roles for themselves as philanthropists
and reformers. Now-obscure female astronomers, photographers, sculptors, and
mathematicians share these pages with celebrated writers such as Mary Shelley,
her mother Mary Wollstonecraft, and Mary Robinson, who in addition to being a
novelist and actress was also the mistress of the Prince of Wales. This book also
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makes full use of The New York Public Library's extensive collections, including
graphic works and caricatures from the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries, manuscripts, hand-colored illustrations, broadsides, drawings, oil
paintings, notebooks, albums and early photographs. These vivid, beautiful, and
often humorous images depict these women, their works, and their social and
domestic worlds.

A Lady Becomes a Governess
From the exotic splendors of India to the elegant ballrooms of Regency London,
celebrated author Gaelen Foley pens the enthralling tale of a luscious beauty who
has sworn never to call any man her master, and the powerful marquess whose
passion threatens to conquer her. . . . Born into the wealthy British ruling class of
India, Georgiana Knight is as unconventional as she is beautiful. She has sworn not
to marry till she meets a man who will treat her as an equal–but that vow doesn’t
appease her sensual curiosity. When Ian Prescott, the Marquess of Griffith, arrives
on a mission to defuse the threat of war, she is immediately drawn to the
mysterious and darkly handsome diplomat, and cannot resist provoking the hidden
lust that smolders beneath his cool surface. Ian is mesmerized by Georgie’s
alluring mystique but burdened by a dark secret. And she is a temptation he
cannot afford. But when she becomes entangled in his mission, she must be
secreted away to England for her own safety. Georgie finds herself in the
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unfamiliar world of aristocratic London, where Ian becomes her guide, her
confidant . . . her seducer. His incendiary kiss sets her soul on fire, and Georgie
knows she will never be satisfied until she has made this magnificent man her own.
From the Paperback edition.

An untamable hellionLady Boadicea Harrington is a scandal waiting to happen.
She's too outspoken, too opinionated, and far too much of a flirt to ever land a
good match. But that doesn't concern her. The last of her sisters on the marriage
mart, she isn't about to settle down. In fact, she doesn't plan to marry at all. If only
she could tone down her wild streak and force herself to behaveA rigidly proper
manThe Duke of Bainbridge is one of the most powerful men in England, so frigid
that it's rumored his own wife committed suicide to escape him. When Spencer
learns his madcap younger brother is pursuing the unsuitable Lady Boadicea, he's
determined to put an end to their ill-advised flirtation. But his best intentions go
awry when he discovers his own baffling inability to resist her.Ice meets
fireSpencer never meant to so thoroughly compromise her that he's duty-bound to
wed her. Bo certainly never intended to enjoy being in his arms or to find him so
wickedly tempting. Can her passionate fire prove enough to melt his icy heart, or
are they forever doomed to a cold marriage of convenience?

The Bolingbroke Chit
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"Grace Callaway is a remarkable writer." -- Love Romance Passion A Diamond in
the Rough Merchant's daughter Charity Sparkler is a sensible miss who harbors
one secret folly: she's in love with her best friend's brother. She knows that the
worldly rake will never return a wallflower's affections, yet when destiny throws
them together, she discovers that passion can be the greatest of equalizers … and
love can be more than a dream. A Hero in the Making Gentleman turned
prizefighter Paul Fines battles his demons through boxing, drink, and women.
When an act of disgrace nearly destroys him, he begins the road to
redemption—only to accidentally compromise his sister's spinster friend. Honor
bound to a marriage of convenience, he is stunned to discover that lust can heat a
bridal boudoir and love can mend a jaded heart. A Marriage About to Become
Inconvenient As an ugly duckling and a reformed rake fight for love, secrets unfold
that could threaten their future. Can she forgive a past betrayal and recognize her
own beauty? Can he find redemption in the boxing ring? Will steamy nights of Her
Prodigal Passion turn into happily forever after? ~~~ Her Prodigal Passion is the
4th book in the Mayhem in Mayfair series, which features hot romance, fun and
feel-good happily ever afters, and intriguing mystery and adventure. This book can
be read as a stand-alone novel and is also part of a series. The chronological order
for Grace's series follows below: Mayhem in Mayfair series (hot Regency romance):
Book 1: Her Husband's Harlot (Helena & Nicholas) Book 2: Her Wanton Wager
(Percy & Gavin) Book 3: Her Protector's Pleasure (Marianne & Ambrose) Book 4:
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Her Prodigal Passion (Charity & Paul) Heart of Enquiry (Kent family saga) series
(hot historical romance): Prequel Novella: The Widow Vanishes (Will & Annabel)
Book 1: The Duke Who Knew Too Much (Alaric & Emma) Book 2: M is for Marquess
(Gabriel & Thea) Book 3: The Lady Who Came in from the Cold (Marcus & Penny)
Book 4: The Viscount Always Knocks Twice (Richard & Violet) Book 5: Never Say
Never to an Earl (Sinjin & Polly) Book 6: The Gentleman Who Loved Me (Andrew &
Primrose) Game of Dukes series (hot historical romance): Book 1: The Duke
Identity (Harry & Tessa) Book 2: Enter the Duke (Ransom & Maggie) Book 3:
Regarding the Duke (Garrity & Gabby, Preorder now!) The Chronicles of Abigail
Jones (hot Victorian paranormal romance): Book 1: Abigail Jones Keywords:
wallflower, ugly duckling, cinderella, virgin heroine, marriage of convenience,
friends to lovers, family saga, series, prizefighter, tortured rake, London, Mayfair,
humor, mystery, adventure, suspense, action
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